
RE: PT updates at HMM and CDM - Current COVID 
Management/Resumption Planning

From
:

"Carter, Luke (HC/SC)" <"/o=canadacentdepl/ou=exchange administrative group 
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn=recipients/cn=76d2de8c7767ddfc0056a2d285256fa8">

To: "Weber, Kendal (HC/SC)" <kendal.weber@canada.ca>

Cc: fpt.hsc.secretariat / csss (HC/SC) <hc.fpt.hsc.secretariat-csss.sc@canada.ca>, "Kam 
Cheong, Joan (HC/SC)" <joan.kamcheong@canada.ca>

Date: Thu, 09 Jul 2020 18:44:20 +0000

Ok – we’ll explore a call on Tuesday (or Monday if required). Joan – FYA please. 
Will follow-up with agendas 
Luke 

From: Weber, Kendal (HC/SC) 
Sent: 2020-07-09 2:23 PM
To: Carter, Luke (HC/SC) 
Cc: fpt.hsc.secretariat / csss (HC/SC) 
Subject: Re: PT updates at HMM and CDM - Current COVID Management/Resumption Planning
Hi Luke, 
No, The DM would like a preliminary discussion with DMs first. The plan would be to have a discussion 
first with DMs on scenario planning and planning for resurgence. 
1. PHAC update on scenario planning 
2. Planning for resurgence (DM Lucas lead - 2 pager with dashboards. 
3. PT updates on scenario planning and resurgence (3 jurisdictions) 
4. PPE dashboard update - JO Voisin 
For HMM - theme scenario and resurgence planning 
1. SAC verbal update on scenario planning and resurgence 
2. Jurisdictions to speak to
A) managing now - including outbreaks etc 
B) planning for resurgence 
We could have PTs speak to both or they could speak to one 
Could you draft up agendas this afternoon and we can run by the DM. 
Thanks 

On Jul 9, 2020, at 2:10 PM, Carter, Luke (HC/SC) <luke.carter@canada.ca> wrote:

Will do. If HMM is on Wednesday, perhaps we should keep the Thursday CDM at 11 am? 

Sent from my iPhone

On Jul 9, 2020, at 1:55 PM, Weber, Kendal (HC/SC) <kendal.weber@canada.ca> wrote:
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Thanks for the update. I understand a preliminary scenarios deck or discussion has gone to SAC 
already. Can you go back and talk to them about a preliminary scenarios discussion. 

On Jul 9, 2020, at 1:45 PM, Carter, Luke (HC/SC) <luke.carter@canada.ca> wrote:

As discussed, I’ve spoken to or left messages with PEI, AB (for CDM); and NL, BC 
and NS (for HMM)
Still need to touch base with SK, ON, NWT and YK. 
Kerry flagged that SAC is having its discussion on scenario planning on Tuesday so 
PHAC would want to provide its presentation (update from SAC on resumption 
planning) the following week at the earliest when Dr. Tam is back. They also want 
to have enough time in between their SAC discussion and a discussion with DMs. 
Luke 
Luke Carter
Director/Directeur
Federal, Provincial, Territorial Relations Division / 
Division des relations fédérale, provinciales, territoriales
Strategic Policy Branch/Direction générale de la politique stratégique
Health Canada / Santé Canada
70 Colombine Driveway, Ottawa, ON K1A 0K9
9th Floor, 973 D
Tel: (613) 946-0345
luke.carter@canada.ca
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